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underquilt-Poncho
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Two in one: Thermal proTecTion underlay for hammocks combined wiTh a poncho 

content: poncho (one size) and thermal protection underlay for hammocks combined, including suspension ropes and 
hammock straps 

The Thermolite® microfibre lining is supremely warm and cosy, soft as down feathers and highly compressible for taking 
little space when packed. without a ground pad, it can be used at temperatures as low as zero degrees. in combination with 
a suitable ground pad, it can withstand temperatures well below freezing.

strap for  
hammock  
fastening

suitable for hammocks with a 
total length of approx. 250–300 cm

ultra-light nylon 
ripstop material

warm, cosy Thermolite®  

microfibre lining

suspension rope for 
underquilt function  

(detachable and conti-
nuously adjustable)

packagingpoppers100% nylon ripstop material suspension rope for under-
quilt function (detachable and 

continuously adjustable)

stowaway pocket

delivery without hammock



underquilt-Poncho

ca. 260 x 120 cm ca. 990 g
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Transform your underquilT To a poncho in jusT four sTeps:

producT daTa:

- item number/ean:   aZ-1030196 / 4030454006729
- material:    outer material: 100 % nylon ripstop (210T)
    Thermolite®  filling: 100 % microfibre (polyester)
- recommended sleep zone:  approx. ≥ 0° c / 32° f (when combined with a suitable ground pad, 
    the product can handle even lower temperatures)
- packaging:    colour-coordinated textile bag (reusable)
    with attached product flyer
- can be combined with:   ultra-light hammocks with a total length of approx. 250–300 cm 
    e.g. moskito-Traveller, adventure hammock, ...
- customs tariff number:   94049090000
- country of origin:  china
- individual pack dimensions:  approx. 330 x 175 x 175 mm

3. fasten poppers 4. close zip2. pull over your head1. open zip

001465603-0001



Moskito-traveller therMo XXl
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rope to tighten 
the mesh

Large interior

patented 
spreader bars

drainage tie

double zip 
for access

rec. for a body 
height of ≥ 190 cm

Impregnated
mosquito net

diagonal pocket for a ground pad
(ground pad not included)

endless strap

nylon ripstop material
(impregnated, strong, breathable)

practical
inside pocket

thermo pocket for ground pad hammock can be used on both sides - 
with or without the net



Moskito-traveller therMo XXl

ca. 305 x 160 cm max. 200 kg ca. 780 gca. 15 cm (each) rec. for ≥ 190 cm

202013001574.8
202015006106

001429575
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Impregnated hammock In sIze XXL wIth mosquIto net and thermo pocket 
the extra-large ultralight hammock moskito-traveller thermo XXL comes with a practical mosquito net and built-in  
pocket for a ground pad (ground pad not included). 

Both fabric and mosquito net are impregnated with tanateX insect protection. this impregnation provides lasting  
protection against flying and crawling insects, which will not even sit on the material or the net.
despite this the impregnation has been proven to be completely safe for humans. It is also kind to the skin, odourless,  
heat-resistant and washable (up to fifty washes).

the moskito-traveller thermo XXL is ultralight, extra-large, the pack dimensions are very small, and both sides can be 
used: with or without the net. But it is also extremely robust and can hold up to 200 kg.

You get in from the side by opening a double zip. the net is kept away from the body using the cord enclosed. Very generous 
interior thanks to the patented spreader bars (included). 2 drainage ties included.
recommended for persons with a body height of over 1.90 metres.

product data:

- Item number/ean:  az-1030235 / 4030454006699
- total length:   approx. 335 cm (including suspension loops)
- max. dimensions ground pad:  approx.  240 x 64 cm
- material:    100% extra strong, breathable nylon ripstop (210d)
    material surface and net have been impregnated with the insect repellent of tanateX
- packaging:    Banderole for hanging or standing
    extra-small colour-coordinated textile bag containing the hammock 
    (reusable bag, sewn onto hammock at the side)
- Bag measurements:  approx. 31 x 14 cm
- can be combined with:  tarps:  traveller tarp XXL (our recommendation) or
     adventure tarp, moskito tarp, traveller tarp
    ropes:  adventure rope, microrope, t-strap
    cannot be combined with underquilt
- customs tariff number:   63069000900
- country of origin:  china
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 310 x 185 x 140 mm
- master box:   approx. 570 x 300 x 400 mm / 17 kg / contains 20 units



Wing Tarp
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tHE HaMMocK tarP WItH VarIaBLE aLL-rouNd WINd ProtEctIoN
Wing tarp is exactly adjusted to the dimensions of ultra-light hammocks. With its variably closable sides, it protects the 
hammock all round against wind and rain (when not in use, the wind protector can simply be rolled up). So you can use your 
hammock as an outdoor bed even in bad weather! 

It is suitable for many ultra-light hammocks, and for any kind of outdoor camp as a roof to keep off the rain. It can also be 
used as a lightweight alternative to a tent. 

Fastening materials included, together with Y-pegs and adjustable snap hooks. Extremely waterproof. compact size when 
packed.

adjustable 
snap hook

Incl. 4 Y-pegs Small pockets for 
storing the ropes

delivery without hammock

Variable wind protector (can be rolled up) Packaging



Wing Tarp

ca. 3.000 mm ca. 950 g
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Product data:

- Item number/EaN:   aZ-3080021 / 4030454006668
- Material:    100 % ripstop polyester (210t), Pur-coated
- Packaging:    Banderole for hanging or standing
    Extra-small colour-coordinated textile bag containing the hammock 
    (reusable bag)
- Bag measurements:  approx. 26 x 13 cm
- can be combined with:   Hammocks, e.g. Moskito-traveller, Silk traveller, ...
- customs tariff number:   63069000000
- country of origin:  china
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 260 x 200 x 130 mm
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TRAVELLER TARP XXL

ca. 3.000 mm ca. 1.060 gca. 400 x 300 cm
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THE XXL RAIN ROOF FOR HAMMOCKS
Traveller Tarp XXL is exactly adjusted to the dimensions of extra-large ultra-light hammocks. This turns your hammock into 
an outdoor bed!

It is suitable for extra-large ultra-light hammocks, and its rectangular shape makes it universally adaptable for any kind 
of outdoor camp. Fastening materials included, together with Y-pegs and adjustable snap hooks. Extremely waterproof. 
Compact size when packed.

PRODUCT DATA:

- Item number/EAN:   AZ-3080013 / 4030454006712
- Material:    100 % ripstop polyester (210T), PUR-coated
- Packaging:    Banderole for hanging or standing
    Extra-small colour-coordinated textile bag containing the hammock 
    (reusable bag)
- Bag measurements:  approx. 30,5 x 12 cm
- Can be combined with:   Extra-large Hammocks, e.g. Moskito-Traveller Thermo XXL
- Customs tariff number:   63069000000
- Country of origin:  China
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 305 x 190 x 120 mm

Adjustable 
snap hook

Incl. 4 Y-pegs Small pockets for 
storing the ropes

Delivery without hammock

4 optional eyes for 
securing

Extremely 
waterproof

ca. 400 cm

ca. 150 cm



Hammock Floor

ca. 150 x 100 cm ca. 170 g ca. 3 000 mm
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The ideal proTecTion for your ouTdoor equipmenT
hammock floor protects your outdoor gear against damp or dirty ground.
Just use the integrated suspension system to hang the hammock floor directly below the hammock, or fasten it to the four 
loops on the ground as an underlay (pegs not included).

The coated, ultra-light ripstop material gives the equipment lying on it effective protection against ground damp and dirt.

comes with a stowing bag and length-adjustable suspension system.  
can be combined with any hammock and suitable for any outdoor camp. 

Small pockets for 
storing the ropes

Stowing bag

producT daTa:

- item number/ean:  aZ-3080011 / 4030454006644
- material:    100 % ripstop polyester (210T), pur-coated
- packaging:    extra-small colour-coordinated textile bag (reusable) containing the product
    with attached product flyer
- Bag measurements:  approx. 20 x 6 cm
- can be combined with:  hammocks
- customs tariff number:   63069000000
- country of origin:  china
- individual pack dimensions:  approx. 200 x 60 x 60 mm

hammock / daypack not included hammock / daypack not included

delivery without hammock



Tarp Sock

ca. 185 cm (2x) ca. 35 g ≤ 400 cm
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The sTow-away bag for hammock Tarpaulins
with the Tarp sock, you can stow away your hammock tarpaulin quickly and easily without having to dismantle it completely. 
Just roll up the tarp and pull the Tarp sock over it from both sides, and there you are! when you need the tarpaulin again, 
just push the Tarp socks aside. 

The Tarp sock consists of 2 parts. includes useful packing bag.
can be combined with hammock tarpaulins with a ridge length of up to 400 cm. also usable for stowing your ultra-light 
hammock.

100% breathable mesh material.

producT daTa:

- item number/ean:  aZ-3080025 / 4030454006637
- material:    100% polyester (40d)
- packaging:    extra-small, breathable textile bag (reusable) containing the product
    with attached product flyer
- bag measurements:  approx. 8 x 12 x 2 cm
- can be combined with:  hammock tarpaulins with a ridge length of up to 400 cm
    adventure Tarp, wing Tarp, Traveller Tarp, Traveller Tarp XXl
    also usable for stowing a ultra-light hammock.
- customs tariff number:   63069000900 
- country of origin:  china
- individual pack dimensions:  approx. 80 x 120 x 20 mm
- master box:   approx. 250 x 550 x 550 mm / 11 kg / contains 300 units
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Tree hugger

ca. 80 cm (2x) ca. 34 gmax. 150 kg
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ExtEnsion and trEE protEction for hammock suspEnsion ropEs
the tree hugger combines a number of functions in one:
it acts as an extension for hammock suspension ropes. used in combination with adventure rope, it extends the belt that 
protects the tree.
it also adds a protective tree belt to narrow suspension ropes that could otherwise damage the tree. 
 
contents: 2 pieces. 25 mm wide band: very kind to trees.

product data:

- item number/Ean:  aZ-3025004 / 4030454006705
- material:    100% polyester silk (weatherproof) 
- packaging:    transparent pE bag with a product sticker
- can be combined with:  hammock suspension ropes, e.g. adventure rope, microrope, ...
- customs tariff number:   630790989990
- country of origin:  china
- individual pack dimensions:  approx. 60 x 100 mm
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microrope + tree hugger adventure rope + tree hugger

microrope + tree hugger
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